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ATTEMPTS TO FUSE GOD AND THE NEED FOR FREE WILL TOGETHER ALL FAIL
CAN ONLY GOD GIVE US FREE WILL?
If you want free will as the power to freely create an action good or evil out of nothing then you need God it seems. You
are asking for quite the miracle.
Some think that if there is no God then there is no free will for it is such a conundrum and mystery that only God can give
it and facilitate it. Free will would have to be a miracle but the problem is it is a miracle that cannot be shown to be real. It
is assumed. If God has to do hidden miracles to run the universe that is a bad sign. It shows that he is unable to think of
another way. He cannot make free will natural. How can it be for it is like creating an action or choice out of nothing? It
makes us the creators of our behaviour and deeds.
They are definitely right.
God may give us the power to create from nothing. But that amounts to him creating our sins from nothing for strictly
speaking only God can have the power. If Padre Pio raises up Friar Tuck from the grave as God alone is master of life and
death it follows that God is doing it and Pio is only the instrument.
So the doctrine of free will inherently implies there is a God and inherently implies that he is evil.
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If God gives me freedom am I responsible to him and myself? If God alone matters then free will is all about being
responsible to him for doing his will or otherwise. If God matters most then there is not much difference. But our instinct
is what we want free will to be for us not for him. We want it for our society.
Hypothetically, what happens if we are indeed free agents but there is no God?

Free will really means creation of an action from nothing. Freedom without God seems to be not freedom but random as in
something just popping into existence uncreated. Such freedom is grounded in nothing but itself. This puts freedom and
choice in a void and makes them meaningless and valueless.
It is assumed that God avoids this problem. But the fact remains we do not know what freedom is – we just have the
sensation of freedom. But that is not the same as understanding what it is and how it works and if it works.

One thing is clear: We cannot really know God if we are programmed to know him. That is not knowing. There is no
difference between being programmed to know that this year is the current year or that it is 1911. When you are
programmed what you know can be false so it is not really knowing. So it is fundamentally and essentiality in our freedom
that we find God and learn something about him and experiencing a relationship with him. So the big question is not, “Why
is there something rather than nothing?” But, “What is free will and does it come from God and teach me personally
something about God?”
You may be forced to kill a mental patient to save his victim. What forces you? The principle of protecting the innocent.
So you have the free will to kill him under the circumstances. It doesn't look very free but you are free under the
circumstances. Psychologists and philosophers feel that even if you have to kill somebody and its totally unavoidable you
are still damaged by what you have done. You are damaged by what you did and damaged because the situation was so evil
that you had to do it. The damage arises from how we don’t see animal deaths the same way as they are not one of us but
in a sense to hurt a human is to degrade yourself. It hurts a being you identify with and thus in some way it hurts you as
well. This argument is the reason why those who have abortions or who administer them or those who assist in euthanasia
are believed to be forever damaged by their involvement. You see abortion and euthanasia as hurting something or
somebody that is like you or could be you. That sense of identity has to be erased or watered down for you to carry out the
abortion or euthanasia. They say, "As life is of huge importance it follows the damage sets in with only one abortion or
euthanasia." The damage punishes you even if you had to kill or if you didn't have to but did it anyway. Is that justice?
Far from it! If it is like trying to damage God the only supremely good being then that is more damage on top of the
damage already wreaked.
Free will then is nothing to be celebrated. Why you would want the doctrine and see it as honouring God is a mystery!
TWO CREATIONS

God if he makes all from nothing means that we do not choose anything in spite of him but because of him. Christians say
that free will can try to break with God but cannot really do it. So strictly speaking I cannot create my evil act, God does it
for me. None of this makes any sense or is what people want from free will.
FREE WILL IS DELIBERATELY MISDEFINED BY GOD BELIEVERS
Believers argue that God is good so evil and suffering have nothing to do with him. Human free will typically gets the
blame. Blaming humanity not God is the free will defence.
The free will defence cares about you being free from external forces bigger than you and does not care if you have no
freedom to overcome what gets in the way of you making a rational and responsible decision. Make no mistake. Believers
argue God causes your will to be left to its own devices. But what if you want to make a proper decision based on good
information? You get no help there and in the important things you poke around in a mixture of light and dark. You don’t
know if the light is the light or a trick or if you are seeing the right things you need to base the decision on. If there is a
choice does being free as in faculty matter or being free as in properly knowing what you are doing? Both matter equally
one way but the latter matters most another. If doing the right thing for the right reasons matters then you need free will as
in faculty so that way they are equally important. The faculty is only important as a means to being able to make the right
decisions so in a sense the latter is more important. The eye and seeing are both equally important for one cannot be had
without the other but when you consider than an eye is for seeing it follows the seeing is more important. Same idea.
It is clear that the free will defence is evil for it would prefer a decision to a proper decision and refuses to care enough
about what a decision making faculty is for. It is evil for it refuses to admit our right to truth from God so we can make
decisions right. In fact it mistakes real freedom for wantonness, doing what you want not what you need (what you need to
do means you must be informed about what you need to know in order to make a choice) and wantonness for true freedom.
It is evil in principle and evil because of the consequences of what we think is free will - humanity's inhumanity to
humanity. To try to defend an evil free will in the face of so much evil is unforgiveable.
Free will being an evil means that a world where people can do extreme harm to each other is an evil world. God should
limit the harm people do.
Free will being put down as gift from God would imply you don't know how to find a good version of God. To worship
him would be an evil.
It is because they want to avoid saying God is responsible for evil that they work out a doctrine of free will to get out of
admitting it. The real definition of free will for religion is, "Whatever gets God off the hook or seems to."
GOD DOES NOT EXPLAIN FREE WILL THAT CAN CHOOSE EVIL
If we have free will, it does not prove we should be allowed by God to abuse it.
Free will that gives us no ability to wilfully choose evil will do. You could say that if you choose evil it is because you
perceive it as good and so are still meaning well. Such free will allows rewards but not punishment. People believe an
alcoholic who loses his free will to do evil but who saves a life should be rewarded as much as if he were free and sober.
And would you be really a good person if you wanted to believe in free will in the traditional sense of choosing good or
evil just for the sake of endorsing punishment?
The idea is not as useful as we are led to believe.
FINALLY
The notion of creating your choice from nothing does not fit the notion that God is creator for it has you creating as well.
And creation says that God makes all things including our choices. This incoherence shows that God and free will only
look like they belong together. They do not.
The absurd consequences of saying that God gives us free will and the desire to abuse it ruins the alleged connection too.
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